FTM Review Topics

Legal
Jurisdiction in National Park boundary
Primary function of AFRCC
Responsible Agent
Informed Consent, Implied Consent, etc.
Good Samaritan Law
4 items to be proved for a SAR team to be successfully sued for negligence
Abandonment
Entry upon private property
When not to initiate treatment
Crime scene

Medical-Travel-Survival
Hypothermia
Frostbite
Circumstances to leave a patient
Blisters

Clothing and Equip
Dressing cold/warm
Warm when wet materials
Waterproof garments
Items in field pack

Air Operations
Helicopter approach
LZ considerations
Hoist wires
Approaching downed aircraft

Communications
Handheld assembly
Secure the net
Clear
Phonetic Alphabet
Ways to improve transmission
Whistle code for emergency

Operations
IC
Safety Officer
Press / Family members
Signing in/out
Suggestions to staff
VaDES
Search area increase
ASRC call-out mechanism
Composition of a field team
Status I, II, III
Dog team (Walker)

Rope & Rescue
Rescue Specialist
Rappelling commands
Static vs. Dynamic
Kermantle rope
Knots in rope
Stacking rope
Toenailing & Laddering

Search
Flagging
Sweep, Hasty, Closed Grid search
Attraction
Containment
Cutting for sign
Clues vs. subject
STOP mnemonic
POA, POD, LKP, PLS
When you find a clue...

Map/Compass & Land Navigation
Aiming off
Collecting feature, Catching feature, Attack point
1 circle = 360 degrees, --- minutes, --- seconds
Latitude, Longitude
Declination, Magnetic North
Reciprocal bearing
ASRC grid system
ASRC response area Lat/Long
GMT
Loran-C, UTM
Map symbols
Contour lines
Pacing